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12.1.2018 1.0 Due dates for 2017 returns have 
been updated. 

27.9. 1.1. Corrections to all annual 
information returns now require the 
use of the replacement procedure 

7.11. 1.1. Some new deadline dates for 
corrections were introduced. 
Special rules for corrections of the 
VSLAINAE information flow were 
specified 

2.1.2019 1.2. Mistakes found in the examples 
were corrected 



1 GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 
Because of the changes that have been made, corrections to all annual 
information returns are now made by the use of the replacement procedure. This 
means that to make corrections, you must submit a new information return to 
replace the previous one. The old routine of deletions followed by addition of 
corrected details is no longer in use.  

Section 5 of this document contains information on information flows that require 
a special procedure when you need to make corrections. We recommend that you 
make corrections through the same electronic channel that you used in the first 
place. However, if you filed the original return on paper, we recommend that you 
send us corrections electronically, for example by using the lomake.fi e-service. 

 
 

2 DEADLINES FOR CORRECTIONS 

Correction deadlines will change, because the 2018 tax assessment for taxpayers 
in certain taxpayer groups may be completed as early as May. The faster 
assessment process means that any corrections to annual information returns 
should arrive at the Tax Administration by 30 April in order that they could be 
taken into account in the assessment. 

Annual information returns filed after 30 April, i.e. too late for the ongoing tax 
assessment, will be automatically forwarded to a review of tax decisions. 

12 February 

In the case of annual information returns on securities and derivatives trading, 
you should submit your corrections by 12 February.  

18 March 

Corrections to the 2018 information returns must be submitted by 18 March 
2019 in order that it could be ensured that the correct amounts are transferred to 
the pre-completed tax returns. After this, any mistakes detected must be corrected 
immediately.  

30 April 

Corrections to annual information returns must be made by 30 April 2019 at the 
latest, so that they arrive in time to be included in the correction decisions. 

 

3 TERMINOLOGY 
 

Return 

One recipient-specific itemisation in an annual information return forms one 
return. One computer file may contain many returns. One line written in a file or 
one mistake in a record is also regarded as a return. In the replacement 
procedure, a previously submitted return is replaced with a new return. 

File 

A single computer file may contain several information returns. It is not customary 
to correct a file or replace an entire file with a new one. For example, if a file 
contains 100 information returns and 10 of them have an error in the identifying 
details, we recommend that you make the necessary corrections by sending us 
two separate files: one specifying 10 information returns to be deleted and the 



other containing 10 new information returns with correct details. The 90 
information returns that were correct in the first place need not be resubmitted. 

 

4 REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE 

When you make corrections to annual information returns, you simply submit a 
new recipient-specific itemisation where the identifying details are the same as 
in the original return. This way, the new itemisation replaces the earlier one. In 
the new procedure, the Tax Administration requires that the filers themselves add 
up the amounts paid to a single recipient during the year, reporting each payment 
type separately. 

When filing a replacement itemisation, you re-enter the data elements that were 
right in the first place and add the data elements corrected. In a replacement 
filing, it is important to include the information you filed previously for example on 
the same recipient, the same payer and using the same type of payment. 

As regards payer-specific summary details, the procedure has not changed: they 
are still corrected by submitting a replacement return. 

The main rule is that only erroneous recipient-specific itemisations or payer-
specific summary details are corrected. There is no need to submit all the data 
again. The year of payment that you enter in the correction filing must be the 
same year as that of the original filing. 

 

 

  



Example 1 Annual information return submitted in January 2019 – corrected in March 
2019: 
 

The payroll clerk of Construction Company X files an annual information return on five 
income earners in January 2019, itemising their wages, taxes withheld and pension and 
unemployment insurance contributions collected. 
 

000:VSPSERIE 

084:P 

058:2018 

010:1234567-8 

083:121234-1234 

085:Carl Carpenter 

114:34789,56 

115:12300,67 

116:1234,56 

014:6606611-7_PP 

198:12012019121555 

999:1 

 
In March 2017, the clerk detects an error in Carl Carpenter's withholding indicated in the 
itemisation. The clerk files a new itemisation for Carl Carpenter, including both the 
corrected withholding and the data elements that were right in the earlier itemisation (gross 
wages and the employee’s pension and unemployment insurance contributions). 
 

000:VSPSERIE 

084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-8 
083:121234-1234 
085:Carl Carpenter 
114:34789,56 

115:12345,67 
116:1234,56 
014:6606611-7_PP 

198:12032019121555 
999:1 
 

You can still file information returns mid-year, but when filing the most recent return, you 
must enter data for the entire year, including the data that you have already submitted 
earlier. 

 

 
Example 2 Two wage payments: January–March 2018 and October–November 2018. Two 
annual information returns are filed: one return on payments made in January–March and 
the other on payments made in October–November. The latter return must contain the 
total wages paid during the year, both January–March and October–November. 
 
Tina Thompson employs a nanny for three months, from January to March. When the contract 
expires, she immediately wants to file an annual information return on the wages paid, a total of 
€1,200. In accordance with the new procedure, the Tax Administration instructs employers to file 
only one annual information return per one wage earner. Tina Thompson files the return because 
she thinks the nanny’s employment has ended. 
  



000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:111280-1000 
083:131052-000T 
085:Nelly Nanny 
114:1200,00 

115:450,22 
116:72,33 

014:6606611-7_AP 

198:15032019121555 

999:1 

 
As it turns out, Tina Thompson hires the same nanny for October and November and 
pays her €600. In December 2018, she is filing an annual information return on the wages 
she has paid during the year. 

It is important for her to remember that in December’s annual information return she must 
also re-enter the wages paid and reported in the first half of the year. 

000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:111280-1000 

083:131052-000T 

085:Nelly Nanny 
114:1800,00  (1200,00+600,00) 
115:750,22  (450,22+300,00) 
116:120,36  (72,33+48,03) 
014:6606611-7_AP 

198:12122019121555 
999:1 

If Tina Thompson reported only the wages paid in October and November in the annual 
information return submitted in December, the December return would replace the return 
submitted earlier, and the pre-completed tax return would show only the wages paid in 
October and November. 

4.1 Identifying details determine the annual return information that will 
be replaced 

 

A new filing replaces a previous filing as long as the identifying details are the same. 
Every annual information return has its own identifying details and they are marked with 
T in the identifier column (=column T) of the data file specification.  This means that the 
identifying details of a correction or deletion return (082:D) must be the same as those of 
the original. In addition to the identifying details, the only other information permitted in a 
deletion return is data elements 048, 198 and 999. The software-generated timestamp 
(198) always indicates the point of time when the return is ready to be submitted. 
Recurring identifying details are payer’s ID, recipient's ID, year of payment and type of 
payment. 

 

Letters ET in the identifier column mean that the identifying detail is conditional In other 
words, the ET data element is an identifying detail only in some cases. Data file 
specifications always contain a check routine that involves a conditional identifying detail. 
Whenever you make corrections and submit a replacement return, you must see to it that 
if the original return contains data in the field of conditional identifying details, you must 
enter the same data in the correction report in order that the replacement return could 
replace the original return.  



Making corrections to identifying details 

If there is an error in the identifying details, you must delete the previous filing as follows: 

• enter the identifying details in the same way as you did when you submitted the 
original 

• specify 082 as the identifier and D (deletion filing) as its value 

• leave all else blank, and click Send 

• submit a new filing with correct identifying details. 

In the same way, if you have entered a wrong recipient's ID in the return, submit a 
replacement return where the identifying details are the same as in the original and add 
identifier 082 and value D to the record. Leave all else blank. Now that you have removed 
the wrong recipient’s data, you can submit a new return with the correct recipient’s details. 

 
Example 3 Deleting an itemisation of the main occupation’s wage details allocated 
to a wrong recipient 

 
An original filing for payment year 2018 (058), where the employer’s Business ID is 
1234567-9 (010), worker's personal identity code 131052-000T (083), amount of wages 
€1,200.00 (114), withholding €450.22 (115), employee’s pension and unemployment 
contributions €72.33 (116) and benefit arising from employee stock options €58.77 (135), 
and the sequential number for the itemisation is 1, which is the value of the final identifier 
(999). Record generated based on the above details (identifying details in bold): 

 
000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:131052-000T 
114:1200,00 
115:450,22 
116:72,33 
135:58,77 
014:6606611-7_AP 
198:31012019121555 
999:1 

The original return had an error in the recipient's personal identity code. The correct 
personal identity code is 230367-931K. 

To delete the incorrect itemisation, you must submit a deletion return where the 
identifying details are the same as in the original and add identifier 082 and value D to 
the record. Leave all else blank. 

 

000:VSPSERIE 
082:D 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:131052-000T 
014:6606611-7_AP 

198:15022019121555 
999:1 

  



 
Now that you have removed the wrong recipient’s data, you can submit a new return with 
the correct recipient’s details. 
 

000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:230367-931K 
114:1200,00 
115:450,22 
116:72,33 
135:58,77 
014:6606611-7_AP 

198:15022019131555 
999:1 
 

Example 4 Making corrections to the recipient itemisation, when the recipient has 
first been unknown, i.e. the name of recipient has been a conditional identifying 
detail (ET)  

 
An original filing for payment year 2018 (058), where the employer’s Business ID is 
1234567-9 (010), worker's identifier an artificial identifier 010101-UUU (083), worker’s 
name Steven Stranger, amount of wages €1,200,00 (114), withholding €450.22 (115), 
employee’s pension and unemployment contributions €72.33 (116) and benefit arising 
from employee stock options €58.77 (135), and the sequential number for the itemisation 
is 1, which is the value of the final identifier (999). Record generated based on the above 
details (identifying details in bold): 

 
000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:010101-UUU 
114:1200,00 
115:450,22 
116:72,33 
135:58,77 
085:Steven Stranger (ET) 
014:6606611-7_AP 

198:02022019121555 
999:1 
 

The recipient’s name had to be entered In the original filing, as it was required by the rule 
of the information flow: The recipient's name is a mandatory detail, if the recipient’s 
identifier entered in the return is an artificial identifier. 

The recipient’s personal identity code is obtained later. The correct personal identity code 
is 230367-931K. To delete the incorrect itemisation, you must submit a deletion return 
where the identifying details are the same as in the original and add identifier 082 and 
value D to the record. Leave all else blank. 

000:VSPSERIE 
082:D 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:010101-UUU 
085:Steven Stranger 



014:6606611-7_AP 

198:10022019121555 
999:1 

 
Now that you have removed the wrong recipient’s data, you can submit a new return with 
the correct recipient’s details. 
 

000:VSPSERIE 
084:P 
058:2018 
010:1234567-9 
083:230367-931K 
114:1200,00 
115:450,22 
116:72,33 
135:58,77 
014:6606611-7_AP 

198:10022019142015 
999:1 

  



4.2 Data element identifying the software that generated the return – data 
element 014 

The data element (014) identifying the software that generated the return is 
mandatory in almost all annual information returns. 

In future, the value entered for identifier 014 must contain the Business ID of 
the software provider plus two control characters. An underscore is required 
between the Business ID and the control characters. The Business ID must 
be entered in the correct format. The software provider uses the control 
characters to identify their software products. 

The format of the data to be entered in the data element 

identifying the software (014) is the following: 

BusinessID_AN2 (12 characters in total) 

Example: 

The Business ID of the company providing AccountingPro software is 
6606611-7. The company also has another software product: 
PalkanlaskentaPro. 

Example of correctly entered software 

data element 014: 6606611-7_AP 

(AccountingPro) 

014: 6606611-7_PP (PalkanlaskentaPro) 

If the software company does not have a Finnish Business ID, artificial 
identifier 0000000-0 is permitted; for example, 0000000-0_U1. 

If the payer has produced the software with which the annual information is 
reported, enter the Business ID of the payer company in this field. Add control 
characters as appropriate. 

 

4.3 Effects of the replacement procedure on IT system, software and 
service development 

When your organisation migrates from one IT system to another, you must 
convert legacy data into an appropriate format in order to make sure that 
annual information returns are generated correctly by the new system. 

In software and service development, you must take into account that it must 
be possible to add up the information of the first half with that of the second 
half before submission or, alternatively, to enter recipient-specific opening 
balance details into the system. For example, if an employer decides to 
switch to a new payroll system in the middle of the calendar year, it must be 
possible to save the ‘closing balance’ details of the old system on the one 
hand and, on the other hand, enter them into the new system. Conversion 
between the old and new system requires planning. 

When a user stops using the software or service or switches to another 
software or service, they should be instructed to file only one annual 
information return for the entire year. 

  



 

5 EXCEPTIONS 
 

Payments of interest, calling for withholding of tax at source(VSKTVYSL) 

 

This information return does not have a recipient itemisation. For this reason, a 
special procedure is in place for filers that need to make corrections to a previously 
filed VSKTVYSL return. See the examples below:  

 

• The original filing contained 20 information returns on bond data, including 
amounts of money, where the type of interest was 8B. However, the right 
quantity would have been 19 instead of 20. The new filing contains 19 
information returns. The new filing replaces the earlier filing.  

 

• For example, if all the 20 returns with interest type 8B have been submitted 
for a wrong year or with a  wrong payer identifier, the information must be 
deleted by submitting a replacement filing where all the identifying details (T) 
are the same as in the original filing but the fields with amounts of money 
(data elements 812 and 813) have the value 0.  

 

Information on loan principal and loan interest (VSLAINAE) banks, credit and 
financial institutions, employers, municipalities, insurance companies 

 

As a rule, one loan is reported in no more than one record. This means that the loan 
number or other identifier is a detail uniquely identifying the loan. However, when a 
loan has been granted to more than five co-debtors, several records will be filed. 

 

In this case, one information return consists of all the records relating to the same 
loan. In practice, the entire information return, i.e. file containing several records, 
must be deleted. Because a file-level deletion is not permitted, you must correct the 
information as follows. 

 

Remove all earlier records on the loan. After that, submit new records containing 
correct data. In this case, you must remember to remove all the records because 
they are a set making up a single information return. And, if just one of the records 
of the original return contained an error, you must remove all the other records as 
well, because they are all part of the whole. For the records to be removed, enter 
value D in data element 082, and proceed to enter the identity details in the same 
way as you did when you submitted the original. Leave all else blank.  

Example: The information return or file includes eight debtors, i.e. two records. 
There is an error in the details of debtor number seven. 

 

000:VSLAINAE   Start of the first record 

058:2018 

010:6612663-4 

083:6606611-7   the first debtor 

085:Debtor 1 

101:11111111 

102:09 

103:02 

104:000001040,00 

105:000000105,00 

106:000106000,00 

107:120300+924Y  the second debtor 



108:070606+9961  the third debtor 

109:171206+971H  the fourth debtor 

110:250820+9391  the fifth debtor 

111:008 

112:Additional information 1 

113:01 

198:24082018125143 

041:Person to contact 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

999:1    End of the first record 

000:VSLAINAE   Start of the second record 

058:2018 

010:6612663-4 

083:050227+9714  the sixth debtor 

085:Debtor 6 

101:111111111 

102:09 

103:02 

104:000001040,00 

105:000000105,00 

106:000106000,00 

107:221171+931D  the seventh debtor, error in personal ID, ‘D’ should 
be ‘P’ 

108:010980+932L  the eight debtor 

111:008 

112:Additional information 2 

113:01 

041:Person to contact 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

198:04022019142015 

999:1    End of the second record 
  



 

Because one debtor’s personal ID is incorrect, you must remove all the records by 
adding the value D to each one of them. 

 

000:VSLAINAE 

058:2018 

082:D 

010:6612663-4 

083:6606611-7 

085:Debtor 1 

101:11111111 

107:120300+924Y 

108:070606+9961 

109:171206+971H 

110:250820+9391 

198:24082018125143 

041:Contact Person 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

999:1 

000:VSLAINAE 

058:2018 

082:D 

010:6612663-4 

083:050227+9714 

085:Debtor 7 

101:111111111 

107:221171+931D 

108:010980+932L 

198:24082018125143 

041:Contact Person 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

198:05022019151622 

999:1 

 

 

After this, you submit new records with correct values: 

000:VSLAINAE 

058:2018 

010:6612663-4 

083:6606611-7 

085:Debtor 1 

101:11111111 

102:09 

103:02 

104:000001040,00 

105:000000105,00 

106:000106000,00 

107:120300+924Y 

108:070606+9961 

109:171206+971H 



110:250820+9391 

111:008 

112:Additional information 1 

113:01 

198:24082018125143 

041:Contact Person 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

999:1 

000:VSLAINAE 

058:2018 

010:6612663-4 

083:050227+9714 

085:Debtor 7 

101:111111111 

102:09 

103:02 

104:000001040,00 

105:000000105,00 

106:000106000,00 

107:221171+931P 

108:010980+932L 

111:008 

112:Additional information 2 

113:01 

198:24082018125143 

041:Contact Person 

042:0912345678 

014:6612663-4_LF 

999:1 

 
 

 

 


